
 

Roll and Write— an activity by 

Scouts! 

Get a die and roll to randomise your 

characters, setting, timeline & plot—

then write away! 

https://prod-cms.scouts.org.uk/media/5611/

roll-and-write-roll-and-write.pdf   

Submit your story to the Google 

Classroom for a House Point! 

 

Do you have a book recommendation? 

Submit your book rec via Google Classroom and you 

could see it published in the next Arden Library mini-

zine! 
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BBC A DAPT AT I ON S PECI AL  

Teen (Y7 & 8) - Scouted by 

Tom Palmer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free Roy of the Rovers book 

Scouted available to down-

load here: 

https://tompalmer.co.uk/free-

roy-of-the-rovers-book-and-

online-chat/  

 

There is also an online chat 

with author Tom Palmer on 

Thursday 26th March from 

10am—Midday 

LIBRARY 

INFORMATION 

Librarian: 

Miss O’Brien 

Twitter: 

@ArdenLibrary 

Google Classroom: 

syrgcti 

Teen Fiction seems to be the new focus for BBC 

adaptations. Here is our TV Guide: 

His Dark Materials, BBC iPlayer (12) 

A fantasy drama se-

ries based on the nov-

els by Philip Pullman.  

Secrets and dangers 

lie ahead for Lyra 

Belacqua in an epic tale of stolen children and 

the mysterious substance of Dust. 

Noughts + Crosses, BBC One (12) 

Based on the first book in the series by Malo-

rie Blackman. Set in a dangerous, alternate 

world where racism divides society, Noughts + 

Crosses follows Sephy and Callum, who are 

divided by their colour but united by love.  

Malory Towers, BBC iPlayer (PG) 

Based on the eponymous book series by Enid 

Blyton. Darrell arrives for her first term at 

Malory Towers - full of midnight feasts, la-

crosse games, jolly picnics and a mysterious 

ghost story there is adventure around every 

corner! 

Activity of the Day 

 

 

Young Adult (Y9+) - The Curious Case 

of Benjamin Button by F Scott Fitzgerald 

Fitzgerald's tale of Benja-
min Button, a man who 
starts aging backwards with 
bizarre consequences. This 
story was the basis for the 
Oscar-winning Brad Pitt film 

of the same name.  

You can listen to this story for free 
here: https://stories.audible.com/pdp/

B008CPW1FC?

ref=adbl_ent_anon_sc_pdp_pc_2  

“When in doubt, go to the library”  J K Rowling  

Arden Library 

Book Recommendations 

Library Update 
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